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1. Introduction. The dependence of harmonic differentials on an open

Riemann surface of infinite genus on their periods and indeed the properties of

their periods near the ideal boundary seem to be quite difficult problems. Yet

upon making the transition from the study of compact surfaces to the study of

open surfaces these are natural questions to consider.

On a compact surface, a harmonic differential is uniquely determined by its

periods, and any pair coy,oj2 of harmonic differentials satisfy the bilinear relation

of Riemann [8],

(Cûy,m*2)    =Z        j    OJy   \    (52-    \    oj2   \    cox,
¡ = 1     Já¡       J Bt Ja¡       J b¡

where p is the genus of the surface and {A¡,B¡} is a canonical homology basis.

These facts so easily derived for compact surfaces are natural starting points for

excursions into the colder climate of surfaces of infinite genus. It was the bilinear

relation that was first found to be amenable to investigation on (parabolic)

surfaces of infinite genus (Ahlfors [2]).

Most recently Kusunoki [5] and Accola [1] have made important contributions

to the study of the bilinear relation. Their results have led the present author to

some rather general sufficient conditions for the bilinear relation. These are

presented in Theorems 1-3 of §4. §5 contains a specialized result concerning

parabolic surfaces. This paper concludes with several examples illustrating the

theorems.

The author wishes to acknowledge the generous advice and encouragement

he received from Professor Ahlfors.

2. Preliminary results. We briefly review the results we will use; for details,

see [3]. Suppose Wis an open Riemann surface. The inner product and Dirichlet

norm defined as

'•""if,(co,a) =       coa*,   || w ||2 = (co,co)
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make the class Fh of harmonic differentials into a Hubert space. Here

a* = bdx — ady denotes the conjugate differential of a = adx + bdy, d is

the complex conjugate of a.

Let {Q„} be an exhaustion of W. That is, Q„ are (relatively) compact subsurfaces

of W bounded by analytic curves with Q„cziln+X and limfi„= W. The class

Th0(Çî„) is the class of harmonic differentials in fi„ that vanish along the boundary,

dQ„, of Q„. We can define the closed subspace rÄ0 of Th by the requirement that

ft> e rh0 if and only if there exist differentials u>„ e Th0(Q„) with lim | co — con || fin = 0.

Thus eu e rÄ0 has zero boundary behavior in the sense that œ = 0 along any

smooth piece that can be realized on the ideal boundary. We have the orthogonal

decomposition Fh = rh0 + T*e, Th0 1 T*e, where Fhe is the class of harmonic

exact differentials and T*e is the class of differentials conjugate to those in Fhe.

A 1-chain c on a finite polyhedron P is a relative cycle if dc lies on the border

of P. The relative cycle c will be called weakly homologous to zero, written

c ^ 0, if and only if c is the boundary, modulo the border of P, of a 2-chain. We

can define weak homology on an infinite polyhedron P by the condition that a

(possibly infinite) 1-chain c is weakly homologous to zero (c ~ 0) if and only if

c O P„ is a relative cycle weakly homologous to zero in P„ for all n and any

exhaustion {P„} of P. With this definition we can form the weak homology group

H(K) for the polyhedron K associated with the surface W. The weak singular

homology group H(W) can be defined analogously, and the method of simplicial

approximation determines an isomorphism between H(K) and H( W) ; we will always

identify these two groups. The group H(K) contains the homology group H(K).

A canonical homology basis of K is a set {A¡,B¡} of cycles that generate H(K)

modulo the dividing cycles with A¡ x A¡ = B¡ x B¡ = 0, A¡ x Bj = 8{J. (The

symbol x refers to the intersection number. A dividing cycle is a cycle homol-

ogous to a cycle lying outside of any finite subcomplex.) It will be clear in the

context whether by "cycle" we refer to the whole homology class (or weak

homology class), or to a specific member of the class. In the latter case when we

have chosen a rectifiable member of the class we will usually refer to the cycle as

a "curve."

If y is a cycle, ¡y(o is a bounded linear functional on Th (dependent only on the

homology class of y) and hence there is a unique real differential a(y) e Th0, called

the reproducing differential for y, such that Jyco = (to,a(y)*) for all coeTh.

In particular, if ß is another cycle, (a(ß), a(y)*) = ß x y.

Let T be a class of rectifiable "curves" on W. Traditionally, when referring to

an extremal length problem, this means that each y e T is the sum of countably

many rectifiable arcs. A linear density p on If is a collection of invariant forms

p\ dz | with p ^ 0 and p lower semi-continuous. If y e T and {0„} is an exhaustion

of W, J"y ncinp\ dz | is a nondecreasing function of n with oo admitted as a possible

value. Therefore ¡yp\ dz \ = lim,,.^ ¡yna„p\ dz \ is independent of the exhaustion

chosen and is well defined.
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The extremal length X(T) of T is defined as

X(T) = sup -^j^f,   L(p,y) = M j p\dz |,

where A(p) = \§wp2dx dy and p ranges over all linear densities not identically

zero. The extremal length X(T) is a conformai invariant and depends only on the

class T and not on the region which contains F. The following are the prop-

erties of extremal length that we will use.

1. The extremal length of the class of curves connecting the opposite sides of

length b of a rectangle with sides of length a and b is a / b. The extremal length

of the class of curves separating the contours of the annulus rx ^ | z | g r2 is

27ü[logr2/r1]-1.

2. If rls T2 are two classes of curves such that every yt eTt contains a y2er2,

then X(ry)^X(r2).

3. (Hersch [4].) If T = Fy U T2 in the sense that every curve in Tx and T2 is a

curve in T and conversely if y e T, then y e Ty and / or y e T2 then

X(T) = X(Ty)      X(F2)

4. If T => Ty U T2 and Fy and T2 are contained in disjoint open sets,

1 1 1
X(T) - X(Fy) + X(T2) '

In particular, if r = r,ur2 from 3,

1 1 1

Air)-^) +x(r2y

5. Suppose T = Z¡"=ir¡ in the sense that every yeT is a sum y = T,y¡ of

curves y¡ e F¡ and conversely, every such sum is in T. Assume the classes r¡ are

contained in disjoint open sets R¡. Then

X(T) S n max X(r¡).
i

Proof. Set a? = ARt(p) and assume AR(p) = ZARi(p) = l where R = ^jR¡.

Then infy¡£l-(J>| dz \ ÚK^'\ and infyer J,p| dz |2= (Zinfyi6l, ¡ytp\ dz \)2
^(TXÇryitaf^n max^r,.).

If oj e Fh, the notation | co | is to mean the linear density | co | = | gradu \ \dz\,

where co = du in the z-parameter neighborhood.

6. If A(r) = 0, then for any a>y,a>2eTh there is a sequence of curves y„er

such that

lim       | œy | = lim        | co2 | = 0.1
n->co J y„ n-+co J y„
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Proof. Consider the linear density p = | cox \ + \ œ2 | with cox and a>2 normalized

so that A(\ cu,-1) = || ft)¡ ||2 = 1, i = 1,2. By the Schwarz inequality,

A(p) = JJ(|a)1|+|a>2|)2á(||a,1|| + |tn2|)2 = 4.

Because

the result follows immediately.

7. Suppose EX,E2 each consist of a finite number of arcs or full contours on

the boundary of a compact bordered Riemann surface. Let u be the harmonic

function which is 0 on Ex, 1 on £2 and whose normal derivative vanishes on the

rest of the boundary. Then the extremal length of the class of curves connecting

Ex and E2 is || du || 2 while the extremal length of the class of curves separating

Ex and £2 is || du ||2.

3. The bilinear relation. Suppose W is an arbitrary open Riemann surface.

Given any two differentials cox,co2 eTm the bilinear relation is said to be valid

on W if there exists an exhaustion {Q„} with

iV(n)      C c C f
(cox,(o*) = lim    Z ft)i      o)2 —       a>i      co2

n->oo     ¡ = 1      JAi JBi J Bt JA¡

where {/l¡,B¡}f=í is a canonical homology basis for Q„. If the exhaustions {Q„},

{ñ'n} corresponding to any two pairs of differentials may be taken so that Q„ and

Q'n have the same basis {A^B^^l for all n, then the sequence {/l^B,}?!"} is

independent of the choice of differentials coi,co2. In this case the strong form of

the bilinear relation is said to be valid.

The following lemma forms the basis for our investigations.

Lemma 1. If Clisa compact region in W with canonical basis {AhB$=xand

ft)1,co2 eTh such that cox and co2 have no period over any component of oil, then

uœ2,

dn
(wx,œ*2)a = Z o)i      to2-       ft)!  i   co2 +

¡ = 1      JAi JBi JBi JA, JZ

\\   u&2   £ I   | a>t |      | co21,
1 Jen       '      •'on Jda

Uft)2     ^2 MCÖ2   \ú   Z | 0JX | | C02|,
' J do.        '       >   ' •'Ji '       •    Jy¡ Jyi

where y¡ are the components of oQ and u(p) is a function defined on dCl, on y¡

having the form u(p) = Jp,ft)¡, P¡ fixed on y¡.

Proof.   The proof is an application of Green's theorem to the differential
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T^ = Z    (Jfi co^AJ - (£ co;j<7(B;).

This lemma shows that the bilinear relation is valid on a bordered surface if,

for example, oj2 e Fh0 and ojy has no periods over any border cycle (a)y e Fhse).

However in the general case it is difficult to obtain information on the behavior

of cox e Fhse near the ideal boundary; therefore we assume cox erh0 <= Fhse.

Accola [1] observed that if we are interested in the strong form of the bilinear

relation for a sequence {A¡,B¡}^ltty\ then (œy,TNco*), for a fixed co2 and JV, may

be regarded as a bounded linear functional on rfc0. Consequently the convergence

of the sequence of linear functionals {(co^T^co^)} can be treated by Hilbert

space methods.

Lemma 2 (Accola [1]). Necessary and sufficient that the strong form

of the bilinear relation hold with respect to the sequence {>!,•,£/}?=} is

that there exists M < oo independent of N such that \(cox,Tsco2) | gMlco! | ||co2||

for all coy,co2 in Fh0.

4. The sufficient conditions. Assume that W is an open Riemann surface

and let W be the compactification of W that associates a point with each ideal

boundary component. If y is a curve in W, y can be completed in W; denote the

completion by y. Thus if y is an arc in If with "end points" on the ideal boundary,

y is an arc or closed curve in W.

Let # be the class of curves y which satisfy the following conditions (see

Figure 1).

1. y has a finite number of components all of which are rectifiable curves.

2. y is the relative boundary of a subsurface Q of finite, positive genus, which

contains a point p, fixed in advance.

3. Every component c of y in W is weakly homologous to zero when restricted

to W.

Figure 1
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4. Ifcy is any closed curve in IP which is contained in some c of y, then ct re-

stricted to If is not weakly homologous to a sum of cycles in Q.

Theorem 1.   // X(c€) = 0, the bilinear relation is valid.

Proof. Let co1,co2 be two differentials in Fh0. There exists a sequence of curves

y„ in ^ such that lim JyJ co¡ | = 0, / = 1, 2. Because the curves y„ cannot shrink

to a point and each compact set is of positive | co¡ | distance from the ideal boundary,

it follows that y„ must tend to the ideal boundary. Denote by £2„ the possibly,

noncompact subsurface determined by yn. We may assume all components of

W— £2„ are of infinite genus.

At most a finite number of the curves y„ can intersect any given compact set;

therefore by condition 2 the subsurfaces Q„ exhaust W. Hence by choosing a

subsequence of yn if necessary, we may assume Q„ has canonical homology basis

{A¡,B¡}?i"í where {A¡,B¡} is a canonical basis of W and N(n) is an increasing

function of n.

Fix n and let y„ = T,¡y„¡ be the decomposition of y„ into its components yni

in W. Choose a compact subsurface K, with all components of ÔK dividing cycles,

so large that the following conditions are satisfied. (A cycle is a dividing cycle

if it is homologous to a cycle outside any given compact set.)

(a) K nfi„ has only one component of positive genus and this has the same

canonical homology basis as fi„.

(b) The components of 8K separate the ideal points on yni from those on

yttj, all i,j,i*j.
(c) Each component of 8K intersects yni for at most one i. (Hence each com-

ponent of W — K contains pieces of yni for at most one i.)

Let {Km}, K cz Km, be an exhaustion of If by (relatively) compact subsurfaces

with each component of 3Km a dividing cycle. We will now show that each com-

ponent of d(Km nil,) is a dividing cycle for all m, except perhaps for a finite

number.

Suppose cm is a component of d(Km OÍ2J which is not a dividing cycle. Using

the notation cm = cmC\Km, we see from condition (c) that cm contains pieces of

yni for exactly one i. Furthermore, since cm is a boundary component of Km n Q„,

cm is homologous to a cycle in Q„, necessarily a nondividing cycle. Hence cm is

weakly homologous in Km to cycles of the canonical homology basis of fi„, in

fact, to cycles in K n£2„.

We can regard cm together with these cycles in K n Q„ as bounding a connected

subregion of Km r\ il„. But also if p < m, cm n Kp and these cycles bound a region

(not necessarily connected) in Kp n fi„. Therefore we can write cm n Kp = £¡cp¡

plus cycles weakly homologous to zero in Kp where cpi is a component of

d(Kp n £2„) which is not a dividing cycle. For short, we write cm n Kp = Z¡cP¡.

Suppose we can find a cm for an infinite sequence {m}. Then there is a subsequence

of {m} such that the corresponding cm have the following properties.
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(a) cm is contained in yni for some i and all m.

(b) The decomposition cmC\K= Z¡c0i = s is the same for all m.

Part (b) is possible because there are only a finite number of possible cycles

c0imKnSln(K0 = K).

The condition (b) implies cm+1 contains cm for all m. For cm+1 C\Km contains

at least one possible cm, say c'm, and also contains s. On the other hand there is a

nondividing component of d(Km n il„) which contains s, namely cm, and hence no

other nondividing component of d(Km O Çî„) can contain s or part of s. Consequently

c'm = cm.

Because of (a) and the fact cm is contained in cm+x for all m, lim cm exists as a

closed curve c in yni. Furthermore for any m and j g m, cm nKj is weakly ho-

mologous in Kj to cycles in K r\Qn which do not depend on j or m (they are in

fact the same cycles s is weakly homologous to in K). Hence c = c dWis weakly

homologous to cycles in K n Q„. This contradicts our assumptions on the curves

yin and we conclude that each component of d(Km n Í2„) is a dividing cycle. (We

remark that simple examples show the necessity of condition 4 on ^ for the

argument just advanced.)

The differentials co¡eTh0, i = 1,2, are limits of differentials coimerh0(Km),

co, = lim û)im. It follows from Lemma 1 that

(1)

(oiim,oJ2m)annKm -   Z     \   a>tm \   oJ2m-   \   œ2m      i
¡ = 1     JAt JBt JAt JBi

= |»lm| |û>a»|.
Jy„riKm Jy„r.Km

im

since coim vanishes along 3Km and all the components of d(Kmr\Q„) are dividing

cycles. Allow m -* oo to obtain

\(n)    r       r c       f      i     f f
(2) (ft)i,ft)?)n„ -  Z ft)i       c52 -       ft)2       ft)j  g      I ft)! I      |g)2|.

¡ = 1      J^i JBi JAt        J B. I        Jy„ Jy„

That the bound on the right is valid will be proven below. Assuming (2) then,

allow n -» oo and the truth of the theorem is established.

The only difficulty in proceeding from (1) to (2) is near the "end points" of y„.

This can be overcome by avoiding the end points by tiny smooth curves t on which

JfnKJ ft)im | -> J,| ft>¡ | and then allowing I to shrink in such a way that J*,| ct>,| —* 0.

Specifically we can construct an approximation c„k e'tf to y„ which bounds a

subsurface with the same basis as il„ and coincides with yn except near the end

points of y„, and for which

(3) lim | 0)im | =       | ©, |,    lim | a», | =   I  | <a, |.
m-»co   JcnknKm J c„k k->a> Jc„k Jy„

Using relations (3), the above proof shows (1) holds for c„k in place of y„; letting

m -> oo and then k -» oo, (2) immediately follows.
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To obtain cnk follow the following procedure. For some sufficiently large

p, Q„ — Q„ n Kp is the union of rectangular regions Ry with one pair of opposite

sides consisting of pieces of y„ and the third side a piece of 8Kp. Each region Rj

can be mapped on a rectangle (or triangle) R'j and a>¡ is harmonic on and vanishes

along the side J corresponding to the ideal boundary, except perhaps at the ei.d

points (see [3]). We can modify Km, m > p, so that dKmC\Rj is a straight line

parallel to /. For all large m, extend coim to / in RJ (and beyond) by the reflection

principle. Then coim converges to co¡ on I (except perhaps at the end points). The

equalities (3) can now be easily verified.

We will give two variations of Theorem 1 which apply to the strong form of

the bilinear relation.

Let {A¡,B¡} be a canonical basis of If and let N(n) be an increasing function of n.

Define the class <€n of curves as follows :

<gH = {ye'g\   if   y = dÇî   then   Í1   has   canonical   basis   {^£,}?£"}}.

The following theorem is proven exactly as Theorem 1, making use of Lemma 2.

Theorem 2. If XC^„) ̂  M < oo for all m, the strong form of the bilinear

relation is valid.

The question of whether the hypothesis of Theorem 2 implies that of Theorem 1

will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. However, we observe here that if the

classes <ên can be chosen to be contained in mutually disjoint open sets, then by

the Hersch inequality, the hypothesis of Theorem 1 will be satisfied.

Suppose <g° e <€n is a class of curves such that ^„° = E?£? V°t in the sense

that every y„ e #„° can be written y„ = Tffiy* with y„¡e<^¡ and yninW^0.

Assume furthermore that the classes <¡f°¡ are contained in open regions Rni with

Rmr\Rnj = 0, iij. If R„= I,"'=y R„¡ then for a suitable choice of yne%°

(see §2.6),

m(w)        /» /• m(n)

Z       1^1     |û)2|g 2 Z KK)IK I„Jo>2 \\Rnl
i = l     Jy„i Jy„i ¡ = 1

^ 2 maxA«;)|| coy ||J| co2 \\Rn
i

by the Schwarz inequality. Again using Lemma 2 the following theorem is imme-

diate.

Theorem 3. If' ACO ^ M < oo for all n and i, the strong form of the bilinear

relation is valid.

If in addition to the above assumptions, R„¡ ORmj- = 0 for m ^ n, then

co    r -i-i      co       1 .

r   [-»W max«]    S.?IWSXW
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so that if m(n) = 0(n) it can be asserted that the hypothesis of Theorem 3 implies

that of Theorem 1. It does not necessarily imply that of Theorem 2 either (see

example 3 of §6).

Theorem 3 includes the sufficient condition of Accola [1].

With the help of an estimate derived in the proof of Theorem 1, a general

approximation theorem for the strong form of the bilinear relation can be proved.

This theorem may be regarded as a generalization of Theorem 2.

Theorem 2*.   IfX(<én) ̂b>Qfor all n, then

N(n)

= 01Ím17~M     («ou»*)-   Z COi ft)2- ft)2 COj
B-.00 1(»ii)   L 1 = 1      JAt        J B, JAi        JBt

for all a)i,(o2eTh0.

Proof.   Given o)2 e rh0 define the r„0 differential TNca2 as

TNco2 =   t   M   ûJjjff^-M   m2\a(Bi).

It follows from what we have shown above ((2) and §2.6) that for any coi e Th0,

| (o>i,û)!)n„ -(ft),, TNft)*) | g 2X(Vn)\\ COi ||  || co2 ||

or

\(cox,TNco*)\i\\cox\\ || ft)2 ||(1+2A(ÍÍ„)).

Let xN denote the projection of TNa>* into rn0. Then (û)1,TJvû)2) = (ft)1,TJV). Set-

ting co i = Ty we obtain

(4) || Ty I g || o2 ||(1 + 2X(V„)).

Consider the sequence of differentials py = (ft)*—Ty)A((^'„)_1. Using (4) we find

that there exists an M < oo such that

|| py || g (|| ft)2 || + || Ty H)A(^)-1 = M < oo, all n.

Hence fot at least some subsequence of {n}, lim„^œpy(n) = p e Th0. Furthermore,

for any cycle C,

(a(C),p) = lim (a(C),o>* - TN(o*2)X(^nyx = 0.
«-♦00

Therefore p g Tb0 = TA* and (cox,p) = 0 for any c»! e rA0. In other words,

lim X(<Zn)-l[(cox,co*2) - (û)!, TNco*2)~] = lim (cox,pN) = 0.
n->oo n-»oo

This holds for some subsequence of {n} but actually it is independent of the

subsequence chosen. Theorem 2* is now established.

5. Parabolic surfaces.   Assume W is a parabolic surface and let K  be a

parametric disk. Consider the class T of curves
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r={y|y c W—K, y~dK, y is the union of a finite number of analytic Jordan curves}.

The extremal length A(JT) = 0; in fact this condition is necessary and sufficient

that If be parabolic (Ohtsuka [6]).

In spite of the "smallness" of the ideal boundary of If, the only sufficient

conditions known for the bilinear relation are those given by Theorems 1-3.

(These theorems contain the sufficient conditions given by Kusunoki [5].) In

this section we present a result which is valid in some cases in which Theorems

1-3 do not apply. We will show a weaker form of the bilinear relation is valid if If

satisfies some additional geometric conditions.

It is no restriction to assume every curve y e T is the relative boundary of a

compact region £2. Writing y as the sum of its components y = 2™= xy¡, define the

harmonic functions co-^á)-, on Í2 — K by the boundary conditions

h:
(l on y¡,

on 8K, (ôj =

— = 0ony„;^,

f 1 on y(,

0 on ÔK,

0 on yj, j # i.

For y = oil in T define

; = i   I «toi II ¡ = i

Note that Mk(Sl) depends on y and k, the radius of K. The terms ¡ da>¡ \\2, || dco¿ ||2

are respectively the extremal length of the class of curves separating y¡ from y¡

and dK,j # i, and the extremal length of the class of curves separating y¡ from K.

Hence || dá>¡ ||2 > || dco¡ ||2. Therefore, if lim si}peaerMk(il) < oo, then m must

be uniformly bounded and If can have only a finite number of boundary compo-

nents. In fact it can be shown that if {y' = dQ'} is the class of curves in F C^'fi,

then limn._,pM¿(í2') = n, the number of boundary components.

Theorem 4. Suppose there exists a class r,cr for which X(Fy) = 0 and

lim supg0eriMt(£2) ^ Mk < oo. Then given any coy,co2eFh there exists an

exhaustion {Q„} with basis {j4i,Bi}fi'i) and numbers ain(k), bin(k) such that

(coy,cot) = lim lim Z   [a, - aiB(/c)]      co2 - [bt - fcin(fc)]      B52,
*->0 n->oo i = l J B¡ J Ai

where a¡= ¡Alojy, b,= fBi(Oy.

Proof. Choose a sequence y^T! such that lim JVJ cof | = 0, i = 1, 2. The

sequence {y„} can intersect any compact set for only a finite number of n and

hence {y„} can be chosen so that dQn -y„-dK with {Q„ U K} an exhaustion of If.

Choose a canonical basis {v4;,B¡} of W in such a way that {^.¡jß,}^! is a basis for Q„.
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Writing yn as the sum of its components, y„ = 2ZT=xyi„ define the harmonic

functions coin, û>in as above. These functions satisfy the relations

||dß)in||2=   i   dmfn=       dm*,,
J yin JdK

(co, dâ>*n) =       co, any co e T„.
J ti' y

Consequently the differential x„ e Th(Q„), defined as

N(n)

a>t - Z   a^Bi) - V«(4)

[m ¡V(fi) -l

Z   cJnd(o% - Z   aina„(B¡) - binan(Ai) ,

where an is the reproducing differential in Q„ and cjn, ain, bin are suitably defined,

is exact in C2„. Furthermore, we find

i c. | < II »i IIII *&«. II
II d0}in II

and

| flto| ú   i    KJLM^lII H aÁA¡) Il H dm.n II <; Mk(Ç1) || aÁAd || || m% ||.
j = l || a(0jn ||

A similar expression holds for | bin |. Here the norms are taken over the relevant

subsurfaces of W.

Now if the functions u¡(p), 0 g i g m(n), are defined on yin(l g i g m(n)) and

3K (i = 0) by uf(p) = \pPicox- Zj"=1 cjndœ*n, p¡ fixed on yfa, p0 fixed on 8K,

then

(T„,ft>*)=   Z M¡ft)2- W0CÜ2

1 = 1   Jy,„ Je*18k

and we find

J (xn,oi*2) I g 2   M û)i I  Ï I ft)2 I +   i  I 0)1 I i  I ft)2 I +   f   I o)2 I f   I coi |.
Jy- Jy» JdK JBk J8k Jy*

On the other hand since Wis parabolic, r„ = r„0 = r*0 and co2 can be approxi-

mated ß)2 = lim ft)2n by differentials o)2„ e r*0(Q„ u /C). In fact o)2 = co2n + dv„

inSî„KJK where di;„6TJ£2„ UK) and hence \Ap2n = J^ft)2, JB,ft)2„ = JB(ft)2

for i = JV(n). We find

\(xn,dv*n)\^(Mk(Sl) + í)\\mx¡\\dvn\\.

Putting our estimates together in the right-hand side of the inequality
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\(xn,mtn)\ú\(rn,co*2)\+\(xn,dv:)\,

we easily obtain the desired result.

This theorem has interest because we can give an example of a surface which

satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4 but not of Theorems 1-3. The example is in

the next section.

6. Examples. We will illustrate each of our sufficient conditions by an ex-

ample.

1. Consider the half disk | z | < 1, y > 0, with a sequence of slits s¡, symmetric

about the y-axis, approaching an interval ( - a, a) on the base. Let A(R) be the

class of curves {yr} where yr is the pair of semi-circles | z + a | = r with R < r < 1

and r small enough so that these semi-circles do not intersect. Then

lim^oA04(R)) = 0.

Form a two sheeted surface by taking a replica of this slit region and either

(1) identify the corresponding edges of the slits, or (2) cross identify across the

slits and identify the sheets along | z | = 1. With method (2), each curve yr of A(R)

together with its partner on the second sheet form an admissible curve of <6.

With method (1), we must use curves y'r contained in {y,} which connect the

base to a slit s¡ without intersecting any other slit. In either case we see A(^) = 0.

(If a = 0, simple modifications must be made in this argument. Without the

identification along | z | = 1 in (2), or if this is done in (1), the hypothesis of

Theorem 1 may not be satisfied.)

2. To obtain a surface for which Theorem 2 is applicable, we consider the half

disk as above with horizontal slits s¡ tending towards an interval (a,b) on the

base. If z¡,z¡, are the endpoints of s¡, we assume that there is an angle a > 0 such

that a < arg (z¡ — a) < it — a, a < arg (z[ — b) < it — a for all i. Furthermore, if w¡

is the distance between s£_ x and s¡ and d, is the distance from s¡ to the base, we

assume wjdj ^ (sin a)-1 for all i. A two sheeted surface may be constructed by

either method (1) or (2) above. The class &„ can be taken to include circular arcs

lying in four suitable half-annuli (or two, if b = a) with outer radii d„ 4- w„ and

inner radii d„(sin a)-1. It follows that A(#„) is bounded for all n.

These surfaces also satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1.

3. Consider a series of half-annuli in | z | < 1, y > 0, the radii of the inner

contours being one half that of the outer contours. The first generation consists

of one half-annulus, outer radius 1. The second generation is two nonintersecting

half-annuli, outer radii 1 /4, lying between the first half-annulus and y = 0. The

i'th generation is 2,_1 half-annuli lying in the regions bounded by the half-annuli

of the (i — l)th generation and y — 0. The ¿th generation of slits s¡ is any finite

number of arcs in the region bounded by the annuli of the (i — l)th generation

and the ¿th generation. Construct a two sheeted surface with respect to the slits by

method (2) above. It is clear that the hypothesis of Theorem 3 is satisfied.
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4. The final example is of a small class of parabolic surfaces which do not

satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1-3 but on which Theorem 4 is applicable.

Consider the region R shown in Figure 2 which is obtained from a rectangle by

cutting out an infinite number of smaller rectangles R¡ in such a way that

lim^ooflj/ft, = lim^cofli/bj = 0.

A Riemann surface IT is constructed from R and a duplicate of R by identifying

all the corresponding edges except the sides / and ß. The edges ß are to be regarded

as the boundary of a parametric disk on W. It follows from §5 that W is parabolic.

Figure 2

Assume furthermore that the numbers b¡ are chosen in such a way that

E™ ibj/dj = oo. Then W cannot satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 1. To prove

this it is enough to consider the classes Cx and C2 of arcs y in R,

Cx = {y | V separates someR¡ from allRi+J-, 1 g m g j < oo, for some m},

C2 = {y | y connects Rt with P for some i}.

Obviously X(CX) ̂ min /¡/max d¡ > 0 where (¡ is the height of R¡. But also

A(C2) = oo as the following reasoning shows. Consider the subregion R' of R

constructed within the dotted lines as shown in Figure 2 and the linear density

p = 1 /1 z | in R' where P is the point r = 0. Since a¡¡ b¡ -> 0, ,4(p) < oo. On the

other hand if y is any arc in C2,

p| dz | Si Z   log  11 + -J-1 = oo, for some i.
JyriR' j = i \ "j I

It follows that X(C2 n R') = oo and hence X(C2) = oo. Therefore X(CX U C2) > 0

by Hersch's inequality. With a little more argument, we easily see that indeed

W does not satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2 or 3 either.

Finally it will be shown that for a suitable choice of a¡, W satisfies the

hypothesis of Theorem 4. The class of admissible exhaustions {Í2¡} of Ware those
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for which ü¡ OR is bounded by vertical straight lines y1;,y2i,/? of which yi¡,y2¡

lie in the two rectangles, height a¡,a[, width bJ2, bounded by the dotted lines

shown in Figure 2. Using the notation of §5, a\ is to be chosen so small that

|| ddb2i || /1| dá>u || ̂  1/2 first for all admissible regions Cl¡ for fixed ¿, and then

for every ¿. This is possible because || ddb2i || -» 0 as a, -» 0, whereas

|| d&u || ^ k > 0 for all small a,'.

The ratio (|| dá>t || 4- || dá>2 ||)/|| dœp ||, p = 1,2, will now be shown to be

uniformly bounded for all admissible regions Q. The class of curves C which

separate yt from ß(8Q, = yt +y2 — ß) can be written as the union C = Cy U C2

of the class Cy of curves which separate both yx and y2 from ß and the class C2

consisting of those curves of C which meet y2. According to Hersch's inequality

\\d(Oy\\2=     I   day   + dâ>2  H2    +  X(C2)

since coy + â>2 is the harmonic function which is 0 on ß and 1 on yt 4- y2.

By assumption then,

|| day  ||   + || dâ>2  || ||  düOy   j    4-   j  dd>2  || ||  dâ>y   ||    4-   ||  dâ2  || 3||dd)J

H dcoj || "       - j dó^ j - j dâ)2 j A(C2)1/2 -      2A(C2)1'2 '

In addition X(C2) ïï 2bi\2ai. Since || dâ>y || —> 0 as fi->If, the above ratio is indeed

uniformly bounded. Similarly (|| duly || 4- || dá>2 |)/1| dco2 || is uniformly bounded

and therefore If fulfills the requirements of Theorem 4.

7. Conclusion. We first note that a medium form of the bilinear relation,

stronger than the bilinear relation defined in §3, but weaker than the strong

form, is usually valid when the hypothesis of Theorem 1 is satisfied (see, for

instance, example 1).

The general situation in which our method is applicable is essentially the

following. Suppose D is a subclass of the class of curves satisfying conditions

1,2,3 of §4. Let Fez Th0 be the class of differentials which have no period over

any component of ÔQ. (assuming oil can be realized) for all (dd) n If = y contained

in D. Then under suitable assumptions on X(D) the bilinear relation is valid for

all pairs of differentials in T. Theorems 1-3 are, we feel, the most important

realizations of this idea, namely for F = rh0.

By obtaining additional knowledge of the differentials in Fh0 it is possible to

relax the topological restrictions on (ê. For example, Pfluger [7] has shown the

bilinear relation valid on a small class of symmetric transcendental hyperelliptic

(parabolic) surfaces which are not all included under Theorem 1. In this case the

additional knowledge comes from the symmetry of the surface.

Kobori and Sainouchi [9] have recently used a somewhat different metric

condition than extremal length to give sufficient conditions for the bilinear relation

similar to those in [1] and [5].
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It remains to learn the limitations of the methods used here. That is, how

close are our theorems to necessary conditions? No surface is known on which

the bilinear relation does not hold. No necessary conditions, given in terms of

the geometry of the surface, are known for the bilinear relation.
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